
College in the Woods is not only one 

of Binghamton’s oldest residential 

communities, but also its most 

lead-paint coated. This is already a 

well-known fact, as one CIW 

student has stated, “Yeah. We know 

it sucks. People like to tell us that, as 

if we don’t already live here.” 

However, the extent of the lead paint 

amount in the dorms was not 

confirmed until a recent study that 

demonstrated the varying amounts 

of lead paint inhaled and ingested 

by CIW students each month. 

According to researchers, the 

average CIW resident will ingest ten 

grams of lead paint every month. 

This amount varies slightly between 

each building, with Oneida students 

consuming significantly more paint 

chips than Mohawk residents. We 

interviewed a freshman from

Study Shows That CIW Residents Ingest Ten Grams of 
Lead Paint Monthly
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Oneida who commented, “Mmm. 

Yummy paint chips. Sweet treats.” 

One critique of the study posits that 

its numbers are skewed. In fact, it 

is likely that the average CIW 

resident only eats about half a gram 

of lead paint chips per month. 

Lawrence “Lead Paint Larry” 

Johnson, who resides in Seneca, 

consumes over 50 grams of lead 

paint every month and is an outlier 

who should not be 

counted. In critique of the critique, 

CIW students have banded together 

to proclaim that their residential 

community just wouldn’t be the 

same without Lead Paint Larry. 

Thus, he needs to be included in all 

future research of the dietary habits 

of College in the Woods.
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WORLD NEWS AND US POLITICS
Complacency is complicity and we will all be tortured forever by little gnomes for it 

Not Just a Theory: MatPat Found Dead in Miami
By Yuri Mumm

Miami-Dade County, Florida— Authorities confirmed the identity of a 

shooting victim in Miami yesterday as Matthew Robert Patrick, better 

known as Youtuber and actor MatPat. MatPat’s unfortunate demise comes 

just days after he announced his departure from running his YouTube 

channels, breaking the hearts of tens of thousands of devoted fans, as well as 

mildly bumming out millions of occasional viewers. Miami-Dale Police have 

reported that the suspect in custody is Mark Edward Fischbach, a fellow 

Youtuber and actor better known as Markiplier. “It was crazy,” says 

eyewitness Margaret Fryer. “He was ranting about how MatPat’s new ‘Poker 

Man’ or whatever you call them, wasn’t sexy enough for his tastes,  before he 

pulled out a gun and started blasting. Then he yelled out, ‘Was that the 

Shooting of '24!?!’ and ran away.” Matthew leaves behind a wife and son, who have declined to comment for this report. However, his estate has 

put out a statement that reads, “while we cannot get into specifics, we are in talks with CEC Entertainment Incorporated for a very special 

burial.” Regardless of whatever Charles Entertainment Mouse has planned for the funeral arrangements, one can imagine it will pay tribute to 

MatPat’s numerous achievements, from making a group of highly successful YouTube channels, to playing a role in the hit blockbuster film 

Five Nights at Freddy’s, to that time that he gave a copy of Undertale to Pope Francis (seriously, look it up).

The Binghamton We Were Promised :(
By Calvin Matthes



George Santos Caught Being a Naughty Little Boy 
(Never Before Seen Coverage!)

By Andrew Schiller

Fellas, there’s just no way around it. We all like 

to have a little “fun” sometimes, but no matter 

what, it requires making do with whatever 

you have at your disposal. Unless, of course, 

you’re NY-3’s former representative George 

Santos. Santos has previously graced the 

public eye on account of lying about his entire 

resumé, but despite all his little fibs and white 

lies, he never felt the big boot of reality collide 

with his falsely Brazilian bottom. So why is 

today so different? You’d better buckle up, 

because let’s just say that the scourge of Long 

Island certainly buckled down if you catch my 

drift. $240,000. To you, that might be a small 

(or large) fortune, but for old Georgie, it was 

nothing but chump change. He couldn’t care 

less if it was from his campaign fund – he still 

used it to have a good time. At press time, the 

expense that has become most infamous is 

something that I like to call “Santos’ OnlyFans 

Escapade.” That’s right, even such a venerated 

politician couldn’t resist the sweet 

temptations of feet, goth models, and 

whatever else they have on there. I guess they 

call him “Santoes” for a reason. One of 

George’s wild nights didn’t even stop online. 

Not many news outlets know this, but the 

BUTT managed to secure a synopsis of Santos’ 

night with OnlyFans creator EatMyPussy226. 

George took his newfound darling to Las 

Vegas, a more commonly known expense, to 

have an Italian-themed getaway. No, it wasn’t 

his honeymoon. Mrs. Santos has gone on 

record saying, “Yeah, I don’t know where the 

fuck he was.” Santos and Pussy stayed at the 

famous Venetian resort, where he bought 

expensive Italian and other foreign clothing 

and took Pussy on a 

gondola ride. Their gondolier, Anita 

Rimagiobbo, especially remembered one 

of George’s remarks to Pussy: “Heh, the 

grand canal might be great, but wait until 

you see my leaning tower!” And, according 

to our sources, it was leaning 

indeed.George, you dirty dog! I guess 

Pussy was one of the last model he 

subscribed to. George’s stolen spending 

spree didn’t stop at vacations, clothes, and 

hotties. He also used the money to work 

on himself. Yes, you heard me correctly. I 

mean, what else would you use Botox for? 

He and Pussy shopped at Sephora and had 

some spa days. Santos seemed proud of it 

too, going so far as to allot a total of $2,900 

to “Botox” on his spreadsheets. He also 

made a remark about it during his… 

intimate moment with Pussy, saying that 

“The Botox that I bought is nice, but I’d 

like to see your Botox right now, or kitten 

won’t be getting a tip.”  

Maybe Curious George could spend a little bit 

of the money on varying the structure of his 

innuendos. At the end of the day (or night, in 

his case), while Santos’ job may be San-toast, I 

wouldn’t feel too bad for him. Somehow, I feel 

like things are going to work out just fine for 

the Long Islander with an eye for the finer 

things in life. Although his wife did leave him, 

so… Those reading may be confused, since 

George is a gay icon every Republican strives 

to be; Pussy's exact identity is uncertain as our 

sources state that they were always 

conveniently just out of their line of sight in 

increasingly elaborate ways. Whatever the 

case may be, the truth is, Santos is just not 

straight with the people or in general.

A candid photo caught by a brave BUTT  footsoldier, 
who was compelled to jot down the following:
 

If you looksmaxx 
long into an abyss, 
the abyss also 
looksmaxxes into you.



UNIVERSITY NEWS

WOMEN BEWARE! The East Gym Experiences 1920s 
Time Warp Following Discovery of Disease

As Binghamton University is finally coming out of its Malevian time 

warp, one part of campus seems to stay the same; the East Gym is 

unfortunately still stuck in the 1920s due to lack of funding. The 

1920s gym includes dirt roads (modern day treadmill), child 

workers (to lift the weights for you), and most importantly: a dress 

code that only applies to women! Unfortunately in this time period, 

women are not allowed to show their torso (especially their lower 

back). Breaking this rule in the East Gym could result in being 

forcibly covered up (with a modern day-bright green pinny) and 

being excommunicated from the building. Kindly, they do not 

throw you in jail or tell your husband so he can beat you! The reason 

for this dress code coming from the newspaper (website but that 

Just outside the time 

warp, you can slay 

the day away today!

doesn’t exist yet) is that this dress code prevents diseases that spread through sweat. Finally, a cure from the plague! Although they do not 

enforce wiping down the machines (with this new invention called “clean water” and “soap”), they do think that women covering their bodies 

will stop diseases, because obviously all diseases are caused by women. Well, they aren’t this outright sexist about it; they do have a few signs 

that say men can’t wear a tank top. In law, it's equal! In practice, women are the only ones who are handed these ugly green pinnies. Just the 

other day Helen Keller herself visited the East Gym. In an exclusive interview with her she recapped her experience; “Well I was trying to just 

run on my dirt road (modern-day treadmill) and the child worker told me my back was 'too exposed.' I questioned him, saying I can’t even see 

or hear but he slapped my face to make me understand! My question is, how is my sweat spreading diseases on a dirt road (treadmill) when my 

sweat would drip onto the ground and people now wear shoes on it. Waterrrrrrrr.” Binghamton University is currently working to solve the 

time warp issue. Until then, if you do plan to work out and you are a woman, make sure to wear your most uncomfortable and covering attire. 

Some recommendations for gym attire from the Virgin Mary herself include…

- Nun Robes

- Turtleneck

-  Suit and Tie

-  Fur Coat

If these options seem uncomfortable to you (which they are), you are out of luck! If you aren’t a man, you should at least be dressing like one! 

Hopefully this issue will be resolved soon but until then, Happy 1920s everyone! The Great Depression (midterm season) is coming soon!

By Dorothy Fitzgerald

Yes Ma’am!

Great deals you’ll love.
Workplace environments comparable to textile mills.

Golly Gee Gumdrops!!

I’d sure love to spill enemy blood 

into the sea! But would they really 

let in a little ole’ ditz like me?  

Now 100% tax free in the state of 
Mississippi!

The belltower will play the Westminster Quarters this evening in honor of Freddy Fivebear



Beheading Video Circulates Around Campus 
Following Oneida Laundry Incident

As the semester nears a midpoint after what felt like several weeks, many students report that they are struggling to afford dining hall 

food with the money they have left in their meal plan. Evidently, Binghamton University has recently been scrambling to circumvent the 

lower customer-base dining halls have been seeing. Dining hall employees have been leaving freshly cooked meals outside the windows 

of all dorm rooms so that the smell wafts inside as instructed by Binghamton Health Services to do so. Baxter Bearcat has also reportedly 

been approaching students outside Bartle and asking them questions like: “Aren’t you hungry,” “Don’t you want to eat,” and “Should I be 

concerned?” Nevertheless, many students are trying to frequent the dining hall less. But what Binghamton’s academic body doesn’t 

realize is that there’s no need to starve yourself during midterms  week: there’s a simple way to increase the money in your dining hall 

plan so you can afford to buy however much food you need.Here’s what you do. Go on to your computer and access 

https://bing.campuscardcenter.com/ch/login.html and put in your credentials. Put a specified amount of money (Harvey Stenger has 

gone on record as recommending this amount of money be “at least 500 dollars worth or more”) into your meal plan account using your 

or more likely your parents’ credit card. Afterward, you will have more money in your meal plan and can finally eat a hot, cooked meal! 

Say hi to Mein Bowl Mary for me. Binghamton Health Services representative P. Sandcorn is a big advocate for students adding money to 

their meal plans. “Just because you put money into your account doesn’t mean that you’re locked into using that money to buy food,” they 

said before adding: “We get paid either way.” At press time, Binghamton Health Services released a statement expressing worry over 

having to get rid of large amounts of unsold food, saying: “If no one wants to eat all of this delicious food, we’ll throw it right in the trash. 

Seriously, you don’t want to test us. If you don’t eat this food by the end of the semester, no one will. We’re serious.”

 

Is Your Meal Plan Running Low? Do This!

By Yuri Mumm
In a spectacle not seen since the early 2000s, a video of a person getting 

fucking decapitated has been spread through social media recently. What 

precisely was the cause of this bloodbath? It’s simple: laundry. In line with 

what seems to be a common theme these days, CIW is at the heart of the 

issue. Following the Alpaca Incident two weeks ago, it was discovered that 

alpaca spit could be washed off in the campus laundromats. This caused a 

tsunami of students to rush for their respective dorm laundry centers, where 

orderly and polite cleansing of clothing occurred… with the specific exception 

of Oneida. Angry and inexperienced with taking care of themselves, the 

By David Belkin

freshmen struggled amongst themselves for the right to wash their grubby, odorous linens. Angry messages and hate mail soon filled the 

Oneida GroupMe, with messages from users such as Vincent Ofedunge, who wrote “Youre clothes are done u stupid assholes i hate u and 

myself and fuck u [sic].” Vitriol and degeneracy has continued to reign in regards to the laundry situation, with innocents reporting stolen 

tide pods, burgled straight from the machine mid-wash, all to fill the thieves desperate addiction to consuming the product. This finally 

culminated when one freshman, visibly soiled and red-faced, found that every single machine in Oneida was done, and full of clothing. In a 

violent rage, the prospective mechanical engineering major took out their latest homework assignment: a DIY guillotine. In a display akin to 

the French people’s finest moment, another freshman, eyes glued to their phone, was subsequently killed by the blade. Their friend, Barbara 

Rickseen, described the scene as follows. “It was horrible, like one of those soap cutting videos on TikTok gone wrong. One moment, he was 

standing, the next, the room was awash with blood.” Thankfully, the perpetrator is behind bars, but the anger and fury still fills Oneida’s 

halls, and this reporter fears that this cycle of violence will continue. Whatever happens, rest assured that this correspondent will continue 

to apply journalistic integrity and dry(er) wit to this developing story.

https://bing.campuscardcenter.com/ch/login.html


OPINIONS 
Featuring advice columns and listicles… What, you got something you wanna say, punk?

Pipe Dream has recently released an advice column called ‘Dear Doris’ enabling everyday college students to reach 
out to a writer that they have never met and receive one to two paragraphs’ worth of mildly helpful tips. In order to 
stay relevant, the Binghamton University Times Tribune has created its own, rival advice column called Dear 
David. Columnist David Belkin is a distinguished writer whose English professor had once described him as “the 
loudest chewer in any lecture hall.” Several students and faculty have already sent David letters asking for all 
kinds of advice.

Dear David

Dear David: How do I find I job? I tried asking Doris at Pipe 

Dream, but then I remembered that Doris writes for Pipe 

Dream. Any real advice?

Signed, Hireable

Dear Hireable,

As far as I am concerned, you and everyone else in the job 

market are my competition. I cannot in all good conscious 

advise you in this area. Once I find steady work, we can revisit 

this.

Best,

David

Dear David: My friends all want to go to a bar this weekend. But I am 

only nineteen, so I bought a fake ID. Will I get caught?

Signed, Underaged

Dear Underaged,

Turning away potential customers based on factors such as age or 

legality is not a good business practice, and most college bars 

understand this. Find another student whose shoulders you can climb 

on and a very large trench coat for you both to wear, and you both 

should be fine.

Have a safe weekend,

David

Dear David: I am a freshman who selected his roommate 

randomly on the housing portal. He and I haven’t gotten along 

even once in the five months we have lived together. When I 

hear his footsteps from down the hall, I become filled with 

dread. I am considering moving out. What do you think?

Signed,

Residential Struggling

Dear Residential Struggling,

Five months is not enough time to determine whether you 

roommate is a good fit for you. Give it a year and then 

reconsider.

Best,

David

Dear David: I am starting to believe more and more in the male 

loneliness epidemic. It is harder than ever for me to build male 

friendships. I am doing everything I can— I go to clubs, I talk to 

people in my classes, I message people on Reddit— but nothing seems 

to come of it. Our generation seems entirely uninterested in and in 

some cases even adverse to male bonding, and this phenomenon is 

only becoming more and more prevalent as male friendships continue 

to decline. What do you think can be done to encourage more 

friendships between men in our generation before we all become 

completely isolated?

Signed,

Lonely

Dear Lonely,

Please stop reaching out to me.

Best, David
Have any burning questions of your own, 

questions that will keep you agonizing in the wee 

hours of the morning if left unanswered?

Send your inquiries to 

TheBingBUTTEditor@gmail.com today!

Dear Shmungle,
How can I watch Super Bowl advertisements without receiving 
advertisements featured in the Super Bowl while watching them? 

SCHMUNGLE AD 
BLOCKER

No signup. No bullshit. All Shmungle.

mailto:TheBingBUTTEditor@gmail.com


Which Are the Best Paint Flavors to Enjoy as a Nice 
Snack? (RIP Grandpa)

By Andrew Schiller

10. Green: Green is the color of vegetables, and vegetables are yucky. My mommy tells me that I should be eating them, but they’re yucky. 

Green paint reminds me of vegetables, so it’s yucky by extension.

9. Brown: Brown is the color of poop. Poop is also yucky, but unlike vegetables, poop is funny. I like to make funny jokes about poopy and 

Skibidi Toilet. That’s the only reason why brown paint is better than green paint.

8. Black: Sorry, my son got ahold of my keyboard for a bit. Anyway, black is just a very boring flavor. It’s commonly associated with death, 

and if there’s anything I don’t want to be doing while eating paint, it’s dying. This is also the flavor that is most likely to stain your teeth. 

Don’t test that. Please.

7. Purple: While it’s one of the more exotic flavors of paint, purple paint just isn’t very good. While it’s not the war crime that is green paint, 

purple paint is linked to eggplant, beets, and other vegetables and produce. Not terrible, but it’s the best bad flavor of paint.

6. White: White is the first flavor of paint that isn’t bad. Like black paint, it has a very neutral flavor, but it is more appetizing because of 

how similar it looks to milk, rice, coconut, and, of course, yogurt.

5 and 4. Orange and Yellow: It’s a tie! If you only have orange and yellow paint to choose between, it’s honestly up to personal preference. 

They are similar in taste, but they each have their own distinct hints of different foods. Orange is slightly more acidic because it reminds 

the eater of such fruits as orange, mango, and papaya. Yellow paint, on the other hand, is slightly more savory as it mostly resembles a 

cheesy substance. You can’t go wrong with either one.

3. Red: Finally, some good fucking food. Red paint is associated with a plethora of delicious and nutritious foods, such as strawberries, 

tomatoes, apples, raspberries, and cherries. Being compared to so many different types of fruits, red paint has a refreshing and sweet taste 

in the mouth.

2. Blue: While blue, like purple, is an exotic flavor of paint, it pulls its weight and more by not being a very naturally occurring color in 

foodstuffs. Even the blueberry, whose name is derived from the same root as blue paint, is purple when you open it and green when you 

peel it. Because you can’t compare blue paint to anything, and because it is such an appealing color, it is incredibly popular among the 

paint-eating community.

1. Pink: I'm a Barbie girl, in the Barbie world! Life in plastic, it's fantastic! You can brush my hair, undress me everywhere... Imagination, 

life is your creation! I'm a blonde bimbo girl in a fantasy world - dress me up, make it tight, I'm your dolly! You're my doll, rock'n'roll, feel 

the glamour in pink. Kiss me here, touch me there, hanky-panky! You can touch! You can play! If you say: "I'm always yours" (ooh, oh)...

8. Black: Sorry, 

my son got ahold 

of my keyboard 

for a bit. 

Anyway, black is 

just a very 

boring flavor. It’s 

commonly 

associated with 

death, and if 

there’s anything 

I don’t want to 

be doing while 

eating paint, it’s 

dying. This is 

also the flavor 

that is most 

likely to stain 

your teeth. Don’t 

test that. Please.

7. Purple: While 

it’s one of the 

more exotic 

flavors of paint, 

purple paint just 

isn’t very good. 

While it’s not the 

war crime that is 

green paint, 

purple paint is 

linked to 

eggplant, beets, 

and other 

vegetables and 

produce. Not 

terrible, but it’s 

the best bad 

flavor of paint.

6. White: White 

is the first flavor 

of paint that 

isn’t bad. Like 

black paint, it 

has a very 

neutral flavor, 

but it is more 

appetizing 

because of how 

similar it looks 

to milk, rice, 

coconut, and, of 

course, yogurt.

5 and 4. Orange and Yellow: It’s a 

tie! If you only have orange and 

yellow paint to choose between, 

it’s honestly up to personal 

preference. They are similar in 

taste, but they each have their 

own distinct hints of different 

foods. Orange is slightly more 

acidic because it reminds the 

eater of such fruits as orange, 

mango, and papaya. Yellow paint, 

on the other hand, is slightly 

more savory as it mostly 

resembles a cheesy substance. 

You can’t go wrong with either 

one.

1. Pink: I'm a Barbie girl, in the Barbie 

world! Life in plastic, it's fantastic! You 

can brush my hair, undress me 

everywhere... Imagination, life is your 

creation! I'm a blonde bimbo girl in a 

fantasy world - dress me up, make it 

tight, I'm your dolly! You're my doll, 

rock'n'roll, feel the glamour in pink. 

Kiss me here, touch me there, 

hanky-panky! You can touch! You can 

play! If you say: "I'm always yours" (ooh, 

oh)...

Readers, for once, I have to be honest with you: I would not 

consider paint my first choice of snack. I don’t want to be 

presumptuous, but I don’t think many of you would either. I 

can’t, however, say that for one Bobby Stein. Stein received the 

epithet “Paint Grandpa” in February 2019 when he ate paint 

thinking it was yogurt. He went on to become an internet 

sensation and a leave a permanent mark on internet history. Just 

this June, Stein passed away from unrelated causes. This was a 

sad death for many, but can we just step back for a second? 

Obviously, Stein tasted the paint and thought, “Wow, this is 

some good yogurt. I’m going to keep eating it.” It really makes 

you think. Whatever the case, to celebrate Stein’s life and legacy, the BUTT will be publishing several paint-themed articles. Today, I’ll be 

telling you the flavors of paint that you should be gunning for if, like Stein, you’re hankering for a refreshing and highly viscous liquid to 

eat. I’ll be going from worst to best, so grab a screwdriver and a spoon and strap in.



ARTS AND CULTURE: QUIZZES
Personally, I wouldn’t have done that, had I been in Saltburn 

Are You a Bad Person?

I’ve posed the question to students on campus “Hey, what pisses you off?”and have compiled a checklist of wretched things people have 

witnessed and continue to do. Have you ever encountered a horrible person? Just plain evil? Find out if YOU have ever been that awful person on 

campus who everyone despises by taking this quiz.

Check off the following if you…
□ Skipped the line at NOWL
□ Walked at a slow pace anywhere
□ Had your headphones in at Einsteins' so they had to call your order 7 times
□ Been mean to any of the dining hall staff
□ Being shirtless when playing any sport on the Dickinson Quad
□ Talk on the phone in the library
□ Cut in line to get on shuttle then not scanning your ID
□ When fellow bus goers refuse to move down to make room on a crowded bus
□ Acts differently around a group of people to elicit a certain response
□ Laughs when someone drops their food in the dining hall
□ Walk on the left side of the sidewalk but having to curve around the person
because neither of you knowing which direction to go
□ Not set a timer when doing laundry
□ Took someone’s wet clothes out of the washer as soon as the time hits zero
□ Joined a frat
□ Identify as a man and wear flip flops to class
□ Had stubble? Just grow a beard.
□ Left trash behind on dining hall table
□ Dyed your hair in communal shower
□ Students who only have class on Tuesday/Thursdays
□ Students who have no class on Friday
□ Own an electric scooter and don't know how to use it
□ Talk loudly in class when its quiet
□ Sat in the seat someone has sat in for the whole semester
□ Ask redundant questions during lecture
□ Didn't smile back at someone you had class with
□ When there's a line at the register at any dining hall and people don't split off into two separate lines on either side of the register 
□ Refused to hold the door for someone behind you
□ Took the elevator one flight up
□ Said you, “hate freshmen” as a sophomore
□ Stopped talking to your class friend for no reason
□ Consistently going to Appalachian dining hall when you do not live in
Mountainview
□ Stood in line for the London Broil
□ Randomly spit while walking
□ Complaining about dining hall food in front of workers (they can hear you)
□ Work at the gym (all you do is sit there and get paid?!)
□ Are in a relationship
□ Are in a relationship and take classes with your significant other
□ Type loudly

By Gabriela Cafaro

Woah is me, wherever 
could the answer key 

be?
I better go to my 

favorite website to 
numb the pain… Oh, 
my only true friend,  

BUTimesTribune.com
…



What Type of Male Are You?

Have you ever wondered if you were an alpha, sigma, somewhere in between, or something completely different? Take the BUTT’s male quiz 

to find out! Make sure to keep track of your answers and add up the amount of each letter you chose in the end.

QUESTION 2: How 

would you describe 

yourself?

A: Fighter

B: Entrepreneur

C: Loner

D: Hero

QUESTION 1: Which 

word resonates the 

most with you?

A: Power

B: Loyalty

C: Stoicism

D: Success

QUESTION 3: Which 

hobby do you enjoy the 

most?

A: Weight-lifting
B: Networking
C: Investing

D: Hunting

QUESTION 4: What’s 

your favorite color?

A: Cobalt blue

B: Steel gray

C: Jet black

D: Silk white

By Madison Cardiel

QUESTION 5: What is 

your dream car?

A: Ferrari

B: Firebird

C: Bugatti

D: Porsche

QUESTION 6: What 

do you think of 

women?

A: Ewwwww!

B: Cooties!

C: Yucky!

D: No way, Jose!

Sex Survey Results

Discover the truth the betas don’t want you 
to know at BUTimesTribune.com.

Erm, cleanup in aisle, my underwear! Pheeeew…

Wha  kind  pussy yo  go ?

With 3. & 6. tied a  
the top, the two 

t es mus  duke i  
ou  in  squirtin  
contes .When i  

comes down to i , 
however, 67.6% of 

surveyors align 
themselves with the 
Cream Team over 
the Squir  Squad.

2. & 5. can also do this 
if they wan  to.  

Surveyors were asked to 
selec  al  tha  apply.

Preferred 
P ition

( a  one option 
was  hone o  to 
sniff ou  wiseguys 

and thanks to 
their submissions 
we now have their 

emails).

Check out the rest of the results under Announcements at BUTimesTribune.com!

is one is 2.6% by the way ↓ 

Was i  good for yo ?



WHAT STINKS ABOUT THE BUTT
Write this down with a scented pen, it will be on the midterm later

Maxwell Andrew Maceluch— Maxwell Andrew Maceluch is a senior attending the Public Ivy that is Binghamton University, 

commonly known as SUNY Harvard among esteemed circles. Minoring in education and majoring in English with a creative writing 

concentration - could you imagine - he is our wonderful publication’s absolute supreme leader who rules with a noun adjunct noun. The 

terrifying world of “regents” left this Connecticut-born scholar dazed and confused until the BUTT spread itself wide open to shed light 

upon his ghastly form, thus setting him upon the glorious path of unethical journalism. Rumor has it he enjoys jokes too, especially 

funnies. 

David Belkin— David Belkin is a senior attending Binghamton University. In his final year attending Binghamton, he has risen to 

the esteemed yet low-commitment position of BUTT Vice President. He majors in English and plans on using his degree to write 

several unpopular short-stories before settling on enrollment to law school. His high school yearbook voted him most likely to “use this 

tired, old gag in a fictitious biography of himself.” David is also known for getting a parking spot in the lot across from the Union earlier 

this semester, and he hopes that such good luck will come his way again before he graduates. His favorite article he’s ever written for 

the paper is “FACT: Residential Assistants are Obsolete.”

Elana Greim— Elana is a sophomore who doesn’t write any articles because she’s too lazy. She is also secretary of the BUTT. She is 

among the first ever women members of the BUTT. Elana’s likes include money, coins, change, bills, and stacks. She is always looking out 

for the opps.

Madison Cardiel— Madison is a freshman at Binghamton University who is majoring in anthropology, which she claims makes her a 

woman in STEM, but doesn’t really. Madison has lived in a heinous amount of places, so never ask her where she’s from or her head will 

explode. Her hobbies include drawing, writing, and getting terrible haircuts. She hopes that, after she graduates from university, she can 

go and dig up funny caveman bones and live in the woods.

Yuri Mumm— Yuri Mumm was born in 1898 in Finland. After serving in the First World War, he went into the incredibly competitive 

earwax removal industry, but was forced out because he was too cool for his competition (was arrested for arson). After a mandatory stay 

in a very strange hotel (prison), Yuri wandered across America, becoming the origin of 3 ½ urban legends. He wandered into the BUTT one 

day, and we can’t make him leave. As of now, he has no major, money, or sense of dignity. His future plans include crime, heinous acts, and 

taking up knitting. 

Gressa Blomquist— Gressa Blomquist is a sophomore at Binghamton University (duh). She is a bio major and can’t write for shit. She 

supposedly has been working on an article for 2 years.  She would write more but she has a test tomorrow.

We Pried the BUTT Open to Figure Out What Exactly 
Goes on in Their Freakish Little Lives for You to Enjoy...

Dearest consumer reader whom we adore,

Would you be interested in a 3D BUTT plate?

Do as we did and pledge your eternal fealty to…

Gabriela Cafaro— Gabriela Cafaro is a sophomore at Binghamton University who enjoys long walks on the beach and short sprints 
to the shuttle. She is currently an English major with a writing concentration and hopes to one day write a best seller called “Mr Beast: 
Is He Taking It Too Far?” Her sun sign is in Leo and her moon is in Aries so you know she has a few screws loose! Her favorite pastimes 
include fucking bitches and getting money. 

Imagine this design 3D printed on a 
plate and hung up in your bedroom, or 
perhaps a common area! Maybe even 

your bathroom. The possibilities are truly 
endless with a 3D BUTT plate!

It may potentially glow in the dark.   

……………………………………………

Emily is a reclusive senior majoring in 
English and creative writing. She spends 
her days getting work out of the way so she 
can focus on the more important things like 
eating and gaming

Makaela Volna— Hey BUTT lovers! My name is Makaela and I am the self-proclaimed social chair of the BUTT. 

You’ve probably read my articles [REDACTED] and [REDACTED]. Oh wait. I’ve never actually published anything 

for the BUTT. My days consist of making random pitches with Gressa and Gabby and saying “I’m going to make this 

into an article”, but end up abandoning the idea. Hey! Just like my mom did with me! Anyways, as social chair I’m 

currently working towards getting the BUTT a Lume sponsorship. Then maybe, just maybe, the BUTT won't stink.

Gabriela Cafaro— Gabriela Cafaro is a sophomore at Binghamton University who enjoys long walks on the beach and short sprints to 

the shuttle. She is currently an English major with a writing concentration and hopes to one day write a best seller called “Mr Beast: Is He 

Taking It Too Far?” Her sun sign is in Leo and her moon is in Aries so you know she has a few screws loose! Her favorite pastimes include 

fucking bitches and getting money. 



Andrew Schiller— Andrew Schiller is a freshman at Binghamton University. He wants to major in Creative Writing and PPL. He was 

only kind of interested in writing for the BUTT at first, but his friend Genevieve really wanted to go, so he did too. He’s a taurus and his 

social security number is 554 62… oh wait, he just got told that he shouldn’t tell you that. Outside of the BUTT, Andrew is a member of 

Pokémon Club, Cheese Club, and Kaskeset A Cappella. He enjoys acting, singing, writing, going on walks, and playing video games. He 

also wants to let you know that you matter and that the people who know you are lucky. Finally, he hopes that you have a nice day. 

Genevieve Rolnick— Genevieveve Rolnick is a sophomore at Binghamton University majoring in English. She is loquacious and a 

sesquipidalean (Read: Fucking nerd). Genevieveveve bugged her friend Andrew Schiller to join this club because she didn’t want to go alone 

and now she’s pretty sure he’s better than she is. Her star sign is a Capri Sun, with Aquarium rising and Quesadilla moon. Outside of the 

BUTT, Genevieveveveve is a member of Taiko, and that’s it. She is wanted in 4 US states for tax evasion and potentially murder but they 

never found the body. Finally, Genevieveveveveve would like you to know that Vaporeon-

Summer Rice— Summer is a freshman at Binghamton University who cannot manage her money and does not know where a single 

thing is on campus. She wants to major in Environmental Science, but that is merely because every other option seems like too much work. 

Summer joined BUTT after receiving a text message from Elana Griem stating, “Butt?”, confused but intrigued, she decided to start 

attending the meetings. She has only written a single article but that is because she is constantly writing papers for her WRIT 111 class. 

Summer's passions include spending money, calling her mom 10x a day, and ordering insomnia cookies.

Mieraan— Famously goes by M, a Senior who transferred to Bingbong from the suburbs of Rockland County after spending his 

Freshmen and Sophomore years in Covid University and is surprised by the lack of Porsches in this region of New York. He studies 

Management Info Systems because he’s South Asian, and that means he’s also stereotypically going into IT. His zodiac sign is 

Saggytitsanus. His hobbies include living, breathing, eating, sleeping, and existing. He is THE Cheese Messenger, so please be advised to 

not shoot him.

Calvin Matthes—  Calvin is freshman at Binghamton University majoring in PPL purely because It piques the least curiosity in the 

family and has no math requirement. Technically didn’t qualify to graduate from high school. Enjoys playing basketball, video games, 

drawing and schizo watching. Dream job is to be an overeducated government worker of some sorts. Go Knicks and play Disco Elysium.

…  And you! Just kidding.  We have other members too. You can join them. You don’t have to though. Unless you 

want to. We’d appreciate if you did, especially if you’re a graphic designer.

★ Proficiency in Photoshop preferred but not essential since we’ve been using a free app 
for a whole semester and this print was made with Google SLides (isn’t that nuts?)

★ Would be producing ~5 edited images a week give or take, more or less
★ Looks great on a resume if you spell our name out in full!

This could be you! Imagine…

Emily Newman— Emily is a reclusive senior majoring in English and creative writing. She spends her days getting work out of the way 

so she can focus on the more important things like eating and gaming.

Makaela Volna— Hey BUTT lovers! My name is Makaela and I am the self-proclaimed social chair of the BUTT. You’ve probably read my 

articles [REDACTED] and [REDACTED]. Oh wait. I’ve never actually published anything for the BUTT. My days consist of making random 

pitches with Gressa and Gabby and saying “I’m going to make this into an article”, but end up abandoning the idea. Hey! Just like my mom 

did with me! Anyways, as social chair I’m currently working towards getting the BUTT a Lume sponsorship. Then maybe, just maybe, the 

BUTT won't stink.

Send your inquiries to 

TheBingBUTTEditor@gmail.com 

today!

mailto:TheBingBUTTEditor@gmail.com


Why let all the other schools have all the fun?
Here’s something a little more suited to…  Patrician taste.  

Across
2. An up and coming 
model
4. A tasty snack
5. A pastime enjoyed by 
many
7. Used to solve laundry 
disputes
8. Someone who skewed 
the results
10. The wise
11. A result of 
Binghamton's woke 
mind virus

Down
1. The dearly departed
3. Literally you
6. Both the culprit 
and a filthy maneuver
9. One Binghamton 
gym is currently 
enveloped in this

Check your answers at 
Google.com!

Pulled a fast one on you. 
It’s actually 

BUTimesTribune.com…
We like to have fun here.

All characters and events featured in this publication are fictionalmaxxing.
Any references to real people, places, or things are purely made in jestcore.

 This publication was made possible by the Student Association at Binghamton University

Start 
here!

“
            

”

Interested in joining? Show up 
around Classroom Wing 123 at 
approximately 8:00 PM most 
Wednesdays and we’re bound to be 
there, pitching hilarious funnies and 
the like!

Your Ad 
Here!

Prices start at $1,000

Ex
it 
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!


